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2Engineering

Infrastructure must become more resilient as the global climate changes and also more affordable in the
economic and political context of a post-COVID world. We can solve this dual challenge and drive global
infrastructure investment into a more sustainable direction by taking our cues from Nature.

Introduction
Several of the major economies of the
world plan to stimulate their post-COVID
recovery by spending on infrastructure.
Among economists and environmentalists, there is a broad consensus that this
spending represents a once-in-a-generation opportunity to build a more sustainable global economy.1,2 The opportunity
for transformation abounds in programs
as diverse as the European Union and
South Korean ‘‘Green New Deal’’ initiatives, the United Nations, United
Kingdom, and United States ‘‘Build Back
Better’’ programs, and China’s 2060
commitment to carbon neutrality and its
‘‘Belt and Road’’ initiative. The future
context is enormous—in excess of $81
trillion USD will be required to meet global
infrastructure needs over the next 20
years.3 Without this infrastructure—to
include the construction and protection
of navigation and transportation routes;
the maintenance of sustainable food, energy, and material supply lines; and the

provision of clean water and sanitation—
human development will suffer in both
developing and developed countries.
Could this moment be our collective
chance to reduce greenhouse gas emissions while also improving the quality of
life for billions of people? Can we use
this opportunity to develop innovative
sectors of green technology?
The unfortunate reality is that the economic and political damage wrought by
the COVID crisis will greatly constrain
the ability of governments, private entities, and international funding agencies
to match infrastructure needs over the
next 20 years (Figure 1). Private investment into infrastructure alone fell over
40% in 2020,3 as people sheltered in their
homes and the global economy ground to
a halt. The gross domestic product (GDP)
of nearly every country has atrophied
since the crisis began, reducing the tax
base and availability of public funds. At
the same time, debt-to-GDP ratios have
increased, as governments have had to

spend more to address health care and
social safety net needs. No country has
experienced a greater debt-to-GDP increase than Australia, which saw a 32%
rise from 2019 to 2020, with an expected
total rise of over 54% by the end of
2021.4 Within this context, any new
spending is less palatable to politicians
worried about inflationary risks. For
example, in the United States, a game of
political brinksmanship has resulted in a
risk to the country’s credit rating, threatening the investment of $1 trillion into
infrastructure. And as the COVID crisis
abates, another fiscal crisis looms:
climate change.
Climate change is already accelerating
the deterioration of infrastructure, and
the situation will only worsen over the
coming decades.6,7 As average temperatures warm, the seas rise, and weather
events become more extreme, the performance of constructed materials and systems will be pushed beyond their design
limits and infrastructure will begin to fail.
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Figure 1. The COVID crisis in 2020–2021 greatly increased government debt and sharply
reduced the supply of funds available for infrastructure investment; moving through 2022
and onward, this investment must increase to meet climate adaptation and development
needs
Solid lines depict the historical record, dotted lines depict projections. Infrastructure investment data with
40% drop in 2020 and long-term rise due to existing development needs,3 plus 10% climate adaptation
adjustment.5 General government gross debt data from the IMF.4

Governments and international funding
agencies will be forced to reinvest sooner
to maintain this infrastructure, with annualized costs rising up to 10%.7 Thus, the
investments must not only mitigate and
adapt to the changing climatic conditions,
but they must also address the looming
budgetary shortfalls.
While the global need for infrastructure
can be met using conventional ‘‘gray’’ materials like concrete and steel, our
investments will be unsustainable if they
also increase greenhouse gas emissions
and consume too many natural resources.
The infrastructure sector is responsible for
45% of emissions (not including electricity), and the generation and placement
of concrete and steel are responsible for
8% and 7%, respectively.5 To meet the
treaty obligations of the Paris Agreement,
these emissions must drop to near zero
for many nations. We must stop the cycle
of investing into projects that drive further
climate change, have little resilience to
this change, and then generate long-term
maintenance and fiscal burdens. True sustainability will require us to build resilient
infrastructure with lower emissions while
also saving money in an austere fiscal
environment. We contend that Nature provides several novel solutions to help us
address this challenge.
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Invest in natural infrastructure
A first solution is to reduce the costs associated with conventional gray infrastructure, wherever possible, by investing
instead into the natural infrastructure
sector. This sector involves actively
constructing, restoring, conserving, and
re-engineering ecosystems to fulfill economic, social, and environmental needs.
This sector is open for competition,
primed for innovation, and can employ
workers with labor-intensive construction
skills.8 Natural infrastructure solutions
can be particularly valuable in countries
with little access to debt financing due to
their relatively low cost.
Existing natural infrastructure projects
have proven the ability of a variety of
ecosystem features to cheaply address
natural hazard mitigation, for example
building sand dunes instead of concrete
seawalls to block flooding storm waters.9
Other projects have delivered climate
change mitigation and adaptation benefits, for instance the planting of trees to
capture atmospheric carbon and reduce
urban temperatures.10 Still others have
enhanced water security and quality by
restoring wetlands to reduce sewage
treatment costs.11 In practice, natural
infrastructure solutions can be integrated
with more conventional solutions, and

projects can utilize both gray and green
technologies within the same footprint.
The common theme is to harness the
adaptive capacity of natural ecosystems
to meet needs in a rapidly shifting environmental and socio-economic context.
To highlight what Nature’s lessons offer
for our broader conception of infrastructure, imagine a cartoon-like depiction
where an infrastructure solution can be
either conventional or natural (Figure 2).
A conventional solution, such as a
rock seawall for example, is typically developed for a world in which the environmental
baseline conditions are considered constant. Its success is measured by performance over its life cycle.12 If a tropical
cyclone strikes and erodes the wall, failure
is reached and the life cycle ends. One
must then reinvest money to start a new
life cycle, within the context of a longer
planning time horizon. Alternately, if climate
change degrades the wall more quickly,
then the life cycle will shorten relative to
planning time horizon.
In contrast, the natural infrastructure
approach adds adaptive design features
that remain in dynamic equilibrium with
changing
environmental
conditions,
thereby increasing cumulative resilience
over time. A natural solution like planting
living mangrove trees may initially prevent
less erosion than the wall, but the trees
can recover after the tropical cyclone
strikes, spread, and build land elevation.
Its life cycle is much longer than the wall
and may exceed the planned time
horizon.
Optimally engineered infrastructure
would perform well and exhibit resilience,12 but this requires it to be adaptive
to its environment. Stepping away from
the cartoon dialectic of conventional
versus natural solutions, a project’s
adaptive features can be living, non-living,
or a hybrid; for example, a computercontrolled traffic light system could adaptively re-distribute excess traffic across a
network of roads during rush hour, helping to avoid weight loading and reducing
damages. Ultimately, the key lesson
from Nature is that the ability to adapt
yields both performance and resilience
to infrastructure.
Take a long-term view on
infrastructure investment
Second, central governments and international funding agencies can increase
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Figure 2. Nature teaches us that the ability to adapt yields both performance and resilience benefits for an infrastructure solution
(A) Example of a hybrid infrastructure project that incorporates both conventional (rock wall) and natural solutions (mangrove trees).
(B) The rock wall performs well at first but fails catastrophically once a tropical cyclone strikes, whereas the mangrove trees are able to recover and replicate well
past the life cycle of the rock wall.
(C) Natural solutions often yield performance and resilience benefits that accumulate over a longer time horizon than conventional infrastructure.

resilience and save money by taking
a long-term view on infrastructure investment. More precisely, they can
modify how they make decisions on infrastructure priorities, with respect to the
time horizon and the discount rate.13
These entities typically fund projects that
yield the greatest economic benefits for
the least amount of cost, over a time horizon of 30 to 50 years into the future. They
then devalue the benefits and costs within
this time horizon at a chosen discount
rate, compounded annually, to reflect
the fact that people care less about the
future than the present.
For example, the current US Office of
Management and Budget (OMB) guidance for the discount rate on publicly
beneficial projects is set by executive order at 7%. After annual compounding,
the US federal government is roughly
saying that it cares 100% about taxpayer
investment into infrastructure today, 33%
in 15 years from now, and 11% after 30
years into the future. It can get worse;
the World Bank has used a discount rate
of 12% at times in the past, rendering
100%, 15%, and 2%, respectively. If decision-makers are asked to heavily
devalue a potential project’s long-term
benefits and costs, then short life cycles
with unsustainable outcomes will be the
result.
Governments and agencies should thus
lower the discount rate for all infrastructure projects, such that it is closer to the
real interest rate and lengthen the planned
time horizon to at least double the length
of the conventional project life cycle. A
good guide can be found in an exception
to the OMB guidance for water

resource-related projects, which allows
the US Army Corps of Engineers to use
lower rates. The result? More natural
and resilient conventional projects have
been selected from among the alternatives because they have lower maintenance costs and provide greater benefit
streams in future years. By changing
how we value time, we can steer taxpayer
investment toward more resilient and
cost-effective solutions over longer time
horizons.
Include project co-benefits
Third, we propose a ‘‘moon shot’’ for the
next generation of infrastructure policy—
to institutionalize the accounting of cobenefits within benefit-cost analysis.
Co-benefits are the additional goods
and services provided by a project that
go beyond its primary purpose of protecting against the loss of existing capital
investment or the direct support of future
economic activity. The co-benefit
concept is similar to that of ecosystem
service value,14 although broader in that
it includes any monetized or non-monetized benefit. For example, the mangrove
forest in Figure 2 provides recreational,
fishery support, and carbon sequestration benefits in addition to its designed
protective benefit. We refer to this goal
as a ‘‘moon shot’’ because although
there is a large body of literature on
how to calculate these benefits, the
methods first must be standardized,
simplified, and converted into written
policy. Once incorporated into the project selection process, co-benefits can
increase the net benefit stream over
longer time horizons.

Accounting for co-benefits also provides the opportunity to stretch limited
public funds further through costsharing because multiple societal needs
can be met within the same project footprint. By meeting multiple stakeholder
goals, taxpayer inputs can be amplified
by public-private partnerships, green
bonds, common asset trusts, crowdsourced funding efforts, and ecosystem
service-based insurance payouts. In
one interesting example, the state of
Quintana Roo, Mexico is rebuilding coral
reefs destroyed by Hurricane Delta in
2020, using compensation funds
received from the insurance company
Swiss Re (proving that natural infrastructure can be covered by, and paid for
by, insurance payouts15). In another
example, Dow Chemical has invested
$0.5 billion into local projects that have
been good for both business and ecosystems. The involvement of multiple
stakeholders also enhances social equity and broadens the base of citizen
support for project success. Stakeholder interest and support can be critical to avoiding project delays and cost
overruns, thus saving money.
Infrastructure must be more
sustainable
Today’s spending on infrastructure will
affect us many years into the future. The
world’s economies must do more than
borrow money to build infrastructure and
provide ‘‘green’’ jobs for today. They
must also hedge against the inflationary
risks and climate-accelerated deterioration costs of the future. If we cannot
meet this challenge, then we will find
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ourselves unable to pay for global infrastructure needs, hindering the quality of
life for billions of people. If we also cannot
reduce greenhouse gas emissions while
meeting these needs, then a rapidly
changing climate will render portions of
the Earth unlivable.
Governments and international funding
agencies can turn this challenge into an
opportunity by re-conceptualizing how
they spend money on infrastructure projects. The upcoming 2021 UN Climate
Change Conference of Parties (COP26)
provides the ideal forum to develop
nation-specific commitments to (1) investing further in the natural infrastructure
sector, (2) taking a long-term view on
infrastructure investment by lowering discount rates, and (3) setting rules to measure and include co-benefits when
considered among project alternatives.
Solutions along these three tracks will
enable nations to better meet their Paris
Agreement emissions targets and also
save money. We must use this opportunity to transform global infrastructure outcomes and build a more sustainable
future.
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